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CDC data
To the Editor
Compared to the first tertile of SVI, U.S. states in the third tertile had

higher COVID-19 cases (mean [standard deviation]) (11,799 [2207] ver-
Since it was first identified as a novel viral strain in late 2019, SARS-
CoV-2 (COVID-19) has infected over 38 million Americans and claimed
the lives of over 600,000.1 The Centers for Disease Control and Preven-
tion (CDC) closely monitors the evolving landscape of COVID-19 and
tracks various metrics in each U.S. County and State. Examination of
this data has revealed heterogeneity in COVID-19 burden, testing and
vaccination rates.2 It is important to identify communities that are par-
ticularly susceptible to the effects of COVID-19 in order to adequately
prepare for any contingencies and to design measures to counteract
them.

The CDC has developed the social vulnerability index (SVI) as a tool
that public health officials can use to identify communities that may be
at high risk for hazardous events such as disease outbreak and natural
disasters.3 However, few studies have evaluated whether the SVI is as-
sociated with COVID-19 cases and deaths and also counteractive mea-
sures including testing and vaccinations.

We abstracted SVI data from theCDCAgency for Toxic Substances and
Disease Registry (ATSDR), which outlines every US census tract on 15
social factors using the American Community Survey (ACS) data.4

These social attributes are further grouped into 4 related themes: socio-
economic status (below poverty, unemployed, income, and no high
school diploma); household composition and disability (age ≥ 65 years,
age ≤ 17 years, age > 5 years with a disability, and single-parent house-
holds), minority status and language (minority and individual speak En-
glish “less than well”), and housing type and transportation (multi-unit
structure, mobile home, crowding, no vehicle, and group quarters) and
ranked according to percentiles. These four percentiles are summed,
and the census tracts are sorted again to calculate an overall percentile
ranking for each census tract. High SVI corresponds to more unfavorable
metrics related to the four themesmentioned above. To derive state-level
SVI percentiles, census tracts within each state were ranked against one
another. Data on COVID-19 was obtained from the CDC COVID Data
Tracker (data accessed on 8/19/2021) and presented per 100,000 people
to facilitate comparisons between U.S. states.1

COVID-19 cases, deaths, vaccinations, and testing were summarized
by tertiles of SVI, presented as means (standard deviation), and com-
pared using ANOVA testing. Pearson's correlation coefficient and linear
regression analysis was used to study the relationship between SVI and
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.pcad.2021.09.006
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each COVID-19 measure. All analyses were conducted using Stata ver-
sion 16.1 (StataCorp, College Station, Texas). Graphs were created
using Excel version 16.41. A p-value <0.05 was considered to be statis-
tically significant.

sus 11,115 [3278]; p=0.19) and deaths (187 [55] versus 156 [66]; p=
0.34) but lower number of COVID-19 tests (145,313 [79,277] versus
191,981 [91,835]; p = 0.23) and vaccines administered (121,272
[12,866] versus 125,735 [20,465]; p = 0.25) (Fig. 1). There was a posi-
tive correlation between SVI and COVID-19 cases and deaths (r = 0.18
[p=0.21] and 0.25 [p=0.07], respectively) and a negative correlation
with testing and vaccines (r=−0.33 [p=0.03] and− 0.19 [p=0.17],
respectively). In regression analyses, there was a significant association
between 1-unit higher SVI and COVID-19 tests performed [B coeffi-
cient −109,999 95% confidence interval (−206,560, −13,438; p =
0.03, adjusted R2 = 0.09). There was no significant association with
other COVID-19 measures.

The present analysis found that the SVI might be associated with
number of COVID-19 infections and deaths but inversely associated
with number of tests and vaccinations performed though the strength
of this association appears to be modest. The SVI is a holistic measure
that encompasses multiple facets related to social determinants of
health. The variables comprising the SVI provide both a biologic basis
for COVID-19 transmission rates (more vulnerable age groups, living
in overcrowded households) and a social basis (lack of access to health
care, systemic racism, medical literacy, poor public health policies),
which suggests the mechanisms for the observed results in our study.

COVID-19 has exacerbated already existing disparities in access to
medical care and disease outcomes. Minority racial groups are dispro-
portionately affected by COVID-19.5 These same groups may also be
more hesitant to get vaccinated.6, 7 Furthermore, U.S. states have dif-
fered in their preparedness for COVID-19 hospitalizations and deaths.
The SVI could potentially be used to mitigate such disparities through
advanced preparedness (public health education on testing and vacci-
nation including the upcoming booster shots) and planning by allocat-
ing resources to communities that are already at high risk according to
SVI metrics.

In summary,we believe the SVI is a valuable tool that can be used for
resource allocation and health policy design to combat the ongoing
COVID-19 pandemic. Our results emphasize the importance of ad-
vanced strategic planning so that the healthcare system and workers
are not overwhelmed in states with higher social vulnerability.
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Fig. 1. Distribution of social vulnerability index across U.S. states and average number of COVID-19 cases, deaths, tests, and vaccinations (per 100,000) according to social vulnerability
index tertiles.
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